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Zero casualties as Braveheart takes charge in blitz!
Jaffa cakes fuel push to pub!
Flood Relief efforts hit deep water

At The Front Line - A fine collection of tools

The sentence “Months of boredom punctuated my moments of
terror” sums up the lives of Chumpers over the long days of
Lockdown. But finally, at 14:00 hrs on Sunday, June 6 with the launch
of “Chumpernational Rescue”, the village-wide movement created to
deal with emergency dry stone walling, tree surgery, scaffolding and

natural disasters, it appears that the Chumpers have finally found… a
purpose.
It began with an alarm raised by Squadron Leader “Braveheart”
Morrison (formerly furloughed). Was anyone available for
deforestation duties on the notorious narrow, walled section of the
Hall Lane footpath? Back in summer 2020, when the Astra Zeneca
was a 1970s Police car and Pfizer was just a low grade Irn Bru
substitute, a small group of Chumpers had gathered on the exact
same runway-straight 100 metre stretch. They were armed with an
impressive collection of loppers, shovels and chain saws - only for
Sapper Waring to briefly lose control of his strimmer, pirouetting
into Air Marshall Sir William D’Arathoon, DFC and Bar at point blank
range. “I shudder at the memory” commented a grim faced
D’Arathoon. “The last time I knew fear like that, I was on the last
flight before Christmas and the Duty Free at Charles De Gaulle was
closed”.
This year there could be no room for error. A full Platoon was
assigned the task, under the personal command of President Sir Nigel
Heardflipper, Head of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Heardflipper inspected
the troops at the Village Pump before Part 1 of the Mission – a
submarine sortie to the bottom of Mill Lane.

Heardflipper addresses the troops

Dressed in a distinctive senior officer’s uniform obtained from an
exclusive military outfitters in Ellesmere Port Market and wearing a
precautionary pair of flippers, Heardflipper was suitably bullish
about proceedings:
“Nah then men, we’re all’t tasked wi’ soortin’ floods at bottom o’t Mill
Lane, an’ preparation being t’key to any boogah’s military strategy,
ah’ve done an extensive survey wi’ oor Suzie an’ Adrian an’ what’s
needed is a two-way stream wi’ an ‘Oover Dam arrangement at back
o t’Mill. Feller d’ahn theer ‘as a one inch pipe which is a step in t’reet
direction, but ‘ardly adequate for’t task”
With that, he turned sharply on his flippers and waddled
purposefully downhill, followed sheepishly by the Platoon.
En route they collected Air Marshall D’Arathoon, who was fully kitted
out in his all-in-one Bear Grills anti-UV suit, Indiana Jones hat and
reinforced chaps. This was primarily to disguise him from any
passing villagers in case word should get back to his bosses at Easyjet
about what he gets up to when not transporting anti-vaxing,
unmasked stag and hen parties to the Baltic states.

Waddling purposefully

Once the troops had negotiated an impressively stacked sandbag
collection, the flood recce involved mainly trampling through dense

stinging nettles towards a limpid, innocuous looking stream
overhung by a large rotten stump. Forty minutes of peering, prodding
and gesturing later they were back at the Pump where the passing
Signaller “Stackyard Dave” made the mistake of lowering his car
window. “Have you finished?” “We’ve not started yet – see you in 5”
As the barrows were parked and kit unloaded, the Platoon endured a
final address from the President. “Th’Oorse is open. It’s crackin’ the
flags an’ as fer me sen, ah’m not planning to ‘ang abaht - so stop faffin’
an’get crackin, let’s GO!!”
What followed will go down in the annals of Chumping History as a
triumph of logistics, co-ordination and sheer guts. What the men
lacked in finesse they made up for in enthusiasm as the vision of a
pint of Weetwood Best on the Monte Carlo Mediterranean Cocktail
Terrace of the White Horse came rapidly into sharp focus. In the
absence of Sapper Waring, Astronomer Royal Tillotson stepped into
the breach. The venerable stargazer fired up his petrol strimmer with
its deadly blade spinning at approximately the speed of light and
launched into a spontaneous, unrehearsed extract from “Riverdance”.
This drew the admiration of Irish Ranger Walsh who briefly lowered
his armour plated, twin-wheel Chieftain Barrow to applaud.

Logistics, co-ordination and guts

Meanwhile Chief Armstrong picked up precisely where he had left off
the previous year, shovelling with relentless efficiency, his fitness
honed by weekly “Double Buzzard” 10K runs.
One level up was Squadron leader Morrison wearing Starship
Trooper PPE and expertly wielding a chainsaw, whilst clipping the
top branches into a topiary arrangement was Lance Corporal Porter
with an extendable battery operated Tesla toothpick.

Starship Trooper Morrison

Beneath, and alongside all the technological artillery were the
footsoldiers, tasked with removing the debris from the conflict zone
in a complex arrangement of raking, brushing and barrow
movements. Remarkably, these were led from the front by a misty
eyed, emotional General Heardshirker who was transported back to
his youth in the 1930s, growing up as a lad in West Yorkshire. There,
as a young coal miner he had frequently been asked to step into the
metal shoes of Tony the Pit Pony when Tony had to stop for a bowl of
bran. Fired up by the site of a twin-wheeled barrow, Heardshirker
rallied the troops, transporting at least one completed barrow load of
debris before taking up his customary pose, leaning on a brush
handle in the shade.

The General gets stuck in

Inside less than 40 minutes it was all over, an astonishing
achievement. The Chumpers left nothing behind, apart from a
solitary Komodo skin glove, 2008 issue, hardly worn. The General
would later reclaim it for his collection.
During the short period of frenetic action only one slightly anxious
resident had “run the gauntlet” of the path, quickly scooping up her
cockapoo dog and dashing through while the blades stopped
whirring for the briefest of breaks.
Fortified by tea and Jaffa Cakes in Braveheart’s al fresco NAAFI and
minus a visibly shaken, white fingered Astronomer Royal the
remaining Chumpers barrowed their way up the road to the White
Horse for the rest of the afternoon. There they were treated to
several notable visits and fly-pasts with ZZ Top and other celebrity
bypassers stopping to admire the Harley Davidson style array of rare,
classic Barrow Barrows parked in formation.

Yes, the first mission for Chumpernational Rescue had been an
unqualified success. Chumpers continue to defy age, convention and
all accepted Health & Safety protocols to deliver results that amaze
and perplex the community in equal measures.
Your Chumpernational Rescue correspondent
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BONUS COLOUR SUPPLEMENT!!

TO THE HORSE!

WHERE’S NIGE?

“I haven’t touched my tuba for six months”

The end of a long afternoon

The Barrow Barrows

